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Biosensors with increasingly high sensitivity are crucial for probing small scale properties. The
asynchronous magnetic bead rotation �AMBR� sensor is an emerging sensor platform, based on
magnetically actuated rotation. Here the frequency dependence of the AMBR sensor’s sensitivity is
investigated. An asynchronous rotation frequency of 145 Hz is achieved. This increased frequency
will allow for a calculated detection limit of as little as a 59 nm change in bead diameter, which is
a dramatic improvement over previous AMBR sensors and further enables physical and biomedical
applications. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3505492�

Magnetic beads are used in a variety of applications,
such as micro mixing,1–3 analyte enrichment,4–6 and
biosensors.7–11 Immunomagnetic separation and the avail-
ability of various magnetic bead biosensors allows for ana-
lyte isolation and detection with a single platform. Our cur-
rent work concentrates on asynchronous magnetic bead
rotation �AMBR� sensors, which have the capability of mea-
suring changes in the sample over time, whereas much of the
past work with magnetic bead biosensors has concentrated
on analyte detection. AMBR has been previously utilized for
sequential detection of individual bacterial cells in fluid.7

Only recently have fluidic environments been incorporated
into other high resolution sensing techniques, such as micro-
mechanical oscillators,12 allowing for real time studies of
live cells.13 Higher frequency AMBR allows more averaging,
higher resolution and higher bandwidth studies, which will
allow applications such as �1� real time single bacterium
growth monitoring with subdiffraction limited sensitivity and
�2� single virus detection, both in their given fluid environ-
ment.

In a rotating magnetic field, the motion of a ferromag-
netic bead becomes asynchronous with the field above a
critical driving frequency, �c. The rotation in the synchro-
nous regime �i.e., below the critical driving frequency� has
been used for a variety of applications.2,14 The AMBR ap-
proach concentrates on the asynchronous regime. The critical
driving frequency for a ferromagnetic bead is a function of
the permanent magnetic moment of the bead, m, the mag-
netic field strength, B, the shape factor, � �which is 6 for a
sphere�, the kinematic viscosity, �, and the volume of the
bead, V

�c =
mB

��V
. �1�

Above the critical driving frequency, the �asynchronous� ro-

tation frequency of the bead, ��̇�, is15

��̇� = � − ��2 − �c
2, �2�

where � is the driving frequency. AMBR can also be per-
formed with superparamagnetic beads; however, we limit our
theoretical discussion here to ferromagnetic beads.

To date, the reported rotational frequencies for AMBR
sensors have been between 0.2 and 29 Hz,7,15–21 as summa-
rized in Table I. Current AMBR applications, such as micro-
mixing, pathogen detection, and growth studies could all
benefit from higher rotational frequencies. We therefore in-
vestigate the AMBR probes’ sensitivity, with respect to the
bead rotation frequency, and demonstrate a system with a
49.15 Hz asynchronous rotation frequency, and achieve a
145 Hz critical frequency. The demonstrated system consists
of a ferromagnetic bead driven with a 1 mT magnetic field in
water. The experimental data is accurately described using
ferromagnetic particle theory �Eq. �2��, with no observed
contribution of superparamagnetic origin.15,16

Magnetic beads were prepared using a previously re-
ported method.22 A monolayer of 6.7 �m diameter polysty-
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TABLE I. Reported critical frequencies of magnetically actuated asynchro-

nously rotating systems in the literature. We designate ��̇�max as the approxi-
mate maximal rotational frequency of the driven system.

��̇�max

�Hz� Driven system Author

159 Elongated magnetic particles Tiernoa

145 Magnetic half coated beads Current letter
29 Two bound magnetic particles Ranzonib

12 Magnetic microparticles Janssenc

10 Magnetic carbon nanotubes Kornevad

6.3 Magnetic hole systems Helgesene

2.4 Ferromagnetic beads McNaughtonf

1.08 Barium ferrite particles McNaughtong

0.95 Magnetic microspheres McNaughtonh

0.2 Ferromagnetic beads McNaughtoni

aReference 24.
bReference 19.
cReference 16.
dReference 20.
eReference 21.

fReference 7.
gReference 15.
hReference 17.
iReference 18.
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rene particles �Spherotech TP-60–5� was coated with a 340
nm thick Nickel layer and magnetized in a 200 mT magnetic
field, perpendicular to the surface. This process results in
half-coated beads, where one side is nickel and the other
hemisphere is polystyrene. The beads were resuspended in
de-ionized and filtered water, with 0.5% of sodium dodecyl
sulfate. Nunc, LiveCell Array slides �Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific, Rochester� were used to keep each bead from signifi-
cant translational movement during the experiment. The
beads were placed in a rotating magnetic field where the
rotation was analyzed; see Fig. 1 for a schematic of the sys-
tem. A set of two custom built perpendicular Helmholtz coils
was used to generate a rotating magnetic field with magni-
tudes of 0.25 to 1 mT, at frequencies 1 Hz to 1 kHz; Fig.
1�b�.

The rotational frequencies of the magnetic beads, shown
in Fig. 2, were measured by focusing a low power laser �633
nm, 2.5 mW� on the bead of interest and analyzing the
modulation frequency of the deflected light; the light is
modulated once during every bead rotation due to the nickel
half coating. The light modulation could be measured by
placing a 13 mm2 photodetector above the sample, �Thor-
labs, PDA36A� 	100 mm away and a few centimeters off-
center of the laser beam exiting the sample. This was
achieved by using a dichroic mirror that passes all wave-
lengths but that of the laser �Fig. 1�a��. Measurements were
taken on an inverted microscope �Olympus, IX 71� with a

photodetector, a data acquisition board �National Instru-
ments, NI PCI-6221�, and analyzed with a fast Fourier trans-
form �FFT� routine, implemented in a LABVIEW �National
Instruments� program. For Fig. 3, the rotation rates were de-
termined using a digital camera �Basler, piA640–210gm�; the
videos were taken at 383 frames per second, and analyzed
with IMAGEJ software by plotting a region of interest inten-
sity over time and applying a FFT with a 512 point Dirichlet
window �512 points equals 1.3 s�.

In this letter, the sensitivity of the AMBR sensor, S, is
defined as the smallest detectable change in the system’s hy-
drodynamic radius, �r, and it is governed by the uncertainty

in the bead frequency measurement, ���̇�. The partial deriva-
tive method can be used to investigate how the uncertainty in

the bead frequency ���̇� affects the uncertainty in the bead
radius

�r = 
 �r

���̇�

 � ���̇� . �3�

The radius r can be solved as a function of the bead fre-

quency ��̇�, using Eqs. �1� and �2� and assuming a spherical
bead. The partial derivative can be carried out and if a con-

stant ratio ��̇� /�=1 /5 is assumed �see Ref. 23�, one obtains

�r

r
=

1

3
�

���̇�

��̇�
. �4�

Therefore, the relative uncertainty in bead radius is propor-
tional to the relative measurement uncertainty and has no
explicit frequency dependence. The sensitivity of the system
is therefore

S =
r

3
�

���̇�

��̇�
. �5�

In order to measure the uncertainty of the bead rotation
measurement, a 6.7 �m diameter magnetic bead AMBR
sensor was driven with a 400 Hz, 1 mT rotating magnetic
field and was continuously measured for 37 s. The data is
shown in Fig. 3. The average rotation period was 25.4 Hz,
with a 0.7 Hz standard deviation. Using these values and Eq.
�5� to calculate the sensitivity, the AMBR sensor was found

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Schematic representation of
the laser and microscope setup in which a low power
laser, in conjunction with a dichroic mirror, a micro-
scope objective and a photodiode, was used to measure
the rotation rate of a single magnetic bead. A digital
camera can be used to simultaneously capture a video
of the rotating system. �b� Custom designed Helmholtz
coils were used to create a rotating magnetic field in the
imaging plane. �c� An optical microscope image of a
half coated 10 �m bead �300 nm Nickel coating� with
a 5 �m scale bar. �d� Image sequence of a 6.7 �m
bead rotating synchronously in the LiveCell Array in a
10 Hz field. The time between each frame is 14 ms and
the scale bar is 10 �m.

FIG. 2. The bead rotation frequency at varying driving frequencies for two
6.7 �m magnetic beads with rotating magnetic field strengths of 0.5 and 1
mT for data sets 1 and 2, respectively. The data is fitted with a single
parameter least-squares method to the theory of a ferromagnetic bead in a
rotating magnetic field �Eq. �1��. Inset: Data set 1 zoomed in at the high
driving frequency region, so as to demonstrate the quality of the fit.
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to be sensitive to a 59 nm bead diameter change, which
corresponds to a 4 femtoliters volume change. We anticipate
that this sensitivity will allow for applications such as �1�
real time single bacterium growth monitoring with subdif-
fraction limited sensitivity and �2� single virus detection,
both in their given fluid environment.

To investigate the feasibility of the presented AMBR
system for micro mixing applications, we calculated the
maximum Reynolds number of the system17 Remax�1
�10−2. Although this value is low for micro mixing applica-
tions, it is be possible to achieve significantly higher Rey-
nolds number values by increasing the magnetic field
strength, bead size, amount of magnetic material, and/or by
using a material with higher magnetic moment. For systems
with a constant ratio of hydrodynamic volume to magnetic
content volume, the critical rotational frequency remains
constant for all sized particles. This suggests that Reynolds
numbers of 	10 can be achieved with an order of magnitude
larger bead having a nickel coating amounting to 5% of its
diameter. Increased rotational frequencies of the magnetic
beads reported in this letter were achieved by fabricating
custom magnetic beads by thermally evaporating nickel onto
nonmagnetic microparticles. Equation �2� was used to calcu-
late the magnetic moment of the individual beads17 with a
145 Hz critical frequency, 6.7 �m diameter, 1 mT magnetic
field, 1 mPas dynamic viscosity, and a shape factor of 6
yielding m�8.6�10−13 A m2. Applications other than mi-
cromixing could be possible by the use of high frequency
rotation, such as drag based binding affinity measurements.
For example, the tension exerted onto a 10 nm long molecu-
lar tether attaching a 1 �m bead to the equator of a 6.7 �m
ferromagnetic bead rotating synchronously at 145 Hz was
estimated to be on the order of 1 pN; this value is large
enough to break nonspecific bond interactions8 �see Ref. 23�.

In summary, we demonstrated high frequency AMBR
measurements with up to 145 Hz critical driving frequency
and calculated the resulting sensitivity of 59 nm change in
the bead diameter, corresponding to a 4 femtoliters volume
change. This sensitivity could allow for improved single bac-
terium growth monitoring and single virus detection. Fur-
thermore, the high frequency rotation regime might also be
used for applications such as micromixing and binding affin-
ity measurements.
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FIG. 3. The AMBR sensor signal in time. �a�–�d� FFT
plots of rotation data, at time 0, 10.7, 20.1, and 30.7 s.
�e� The rotational period of the AMBR sensor in time,
as measured with the Fourier analysis, examples of
which are shown in parts �a�–�d�. The average of the
bead frequency is 25.4	0.7 Hz. The AMBR sensor is
a 6.7 �m magnetic bead in 31 °C water.
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